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Experiment to minimize / eliminate flies in our h

This has reference to your special formula (Powder) “Penerge
to be tried for reducing menace of Files in our BARI horse sta

As per your instructions, we mixed “Penergetic-K” into water i
of water and then sprinkled on to the dry grass laid on the floo
walls where the horse is kept. We used one bucket of this mix
treated were 12. The experiment started on 24th June 2004.

Observations:

1. Though you had indicated that the effect would be fel
was to our surprise, the flies started reducing in numb
was for 45 minutes to one hour. But later within 10 da
down drastically & the effect lingers through out the d
a day. The flies in near by stables continue to be sam

2. I was bit apprehensive about its effect on horses if the
“Penergetic K” or roll over it. But pleased to inform, no
was normal. Anyway, I would continue to use your po
improvement of environment. I am sure it will be grea

3. Now with the gained confidence of “Penergetic K”, I w
“Penergetic T” which is specifically meant for horses h

With best regards

Goutam Surinder
Capitain BARI
(07.07.04)
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